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Active Minds
exposes stigma
of mental illness
By Nicole Ruse

copy editor
nicoleruse@eagles.ewu.edu

Over 3,100 students
on campus are currently
dealing with or have been
diagnosed with a mental
illness, based off of enrollment numbers and mental health findings.
According to Eastern’s
website, record enrollment shows that 12,791
students are attending the
university this quarter
alone. With 1 in 4 adults
having a mental illness,
according to the National Institute of Mental
Health, it is likely many
students on campus are
dealing with a mental illness of some sort.
Active Minds is a national nonprofit organization that seeks to get rid
of the stigma surrounding mental illness on college campuses, as said by
Nicole Stearman, creator
and president of EWU
Active Minds, a club on
campus that aspires to
raise awareness on mental health.
Stearman, along with
members of the club,
pass out pins that say “1
in 4” for that very reason:
People are affected by
mental illness, one way or
another.
“It’s more than anyone could have possibly
guessed. I think just that
statistic alone is very
powerful in at least starting the conversation on
mental health,” said Stearman.
Stearman was inspired
to create the club after
reading an Easterner article on mental health that
mentioned Active Minds.
At the same time, her sister, Jaclyn Stearman, was
diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder
“My sister, who is
very, very close to me,
… was diagnosed with
schizoaffective disorder
at 15, so I’ve been living with her and growing up in that setting of
absolutely support and
everything you could ask
for in a caring family. …
She wasn’t doing very
well and would talk to
me because we’re really
close and she would talk
to me about it,” said Nicole Stearman.
According to the National Alliance on Mental
Illness,
schizoaffective
disorder is a mental ill-

ness that resembles both
schizophrenia and mood
symptoms similar to bipolar disorder.
Nicole Stearman was
involved in Eagle Pride
and attended the Pride
Center often. While talking to Jaclyn Stearman,
Nicole Stearman recalls
her sister making a comment about her support
system at Pride.
“She said that I was
lucky to have somewhere
to go, like a community
of people to go to because
she felt like she didn’t
have that. It felt like she
would just go out for
psychiatry,
counseling
appointments with her
doctors. But it’s a lot better now. It’s not the case
anymore, but at that time,
it was pretty rough,” said
Nicole Stearman.
Nicole Stearman knew
she needed to create a
sense of community for
those just like her sister.
“I knew that I needed
to do something about
it. I was thinking about
starting a club based
around mental health and
this de-stigmatization of
that and then I read that
article, and it all just set
perfectly into place. I immediately got to work,”
said Nicole Stearman.
Active Minds, Inc. is
a non-profit organization
that is dedicated to raising awareness surrounding mental health on college campuses, as stated
on their website.
Active Minds, Inc. was
founded in 2003 by Alison Malmon. She attended the University of Pennsylvania alongside her
brother, Brian Malmon.
He had been experiencing depression and psychosis for many years, yet
concealed his symptoms
from everyone around
him, as said on the organization’s website.
According to the Active Minds website, he
had been diagnosed with
schizoaffective disorder
and started receiving
treatment, yet shortly after ended his own life on
March 24, 2000.
After her brother’s
death and hearing her
friends talk about mental
health issues on campus,
Alison Malmon wanted
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Oct. 24 is Food Day at EWU.
This event will feature fresh
food demonstrations, sustainable food items at campus dining locations, free
food samples, music and a
planting party.

Visit The Easterner online.

Photo by Laura Jones
From left to right; Katie Sweeny, Kailee Dunn, Canton Leach, Shelby Kealiher and Sam Segoviano were presented as Eastern’s royalty during the
homecoming football game on Oct. 19.

Eagles thump Thunderbirds at
87th annual homecoming game
By Galen Rock and Erika Meyer
for the easterner
easterner.sports@gmail.com

After a hard fought win in North
Dakota, the Eagles were in for a great
homecoming, and boy, did they get one.
In front of 10,135 raucous fans, the
seventh largest crowd at Roos Field, the
Eagles put together one of their most
complete games of the season leading to a 34-10 thumping of the Southern Utah Thunderbirds, the team that
knocked them from their No. 1 ranking
a year ago.
The Eagle defense was the story
of the game on a pristine night for
football. Eastern was able to hold
the Thunderbirds to a paltry 4 of 13
on third down. Much of that had to
do with the constant pressure the
Eastern front four were applying on
Southern Utah junior quarterback
Aaron Cantu.
Last year, senior Southern Utah
quarterback Brad Sorenson threw for
nearly 400 yards in a close contest
the Eagles would eventually lose.
That was not the case on homecoming night. EWU held the Thunderbird
passing game in check, limiting them
to 225 passing yards.
“Our defense is growing every
week, we have a lot of young guys
and you can just see them flying
around and getting better and better with every game, you’re able to
pick each other up,” said Baldwin
after the game. “Coach Graham and
the staff did an awesome job with the
plan and they went out and executed
it.”
Southern Utah senior wide receiver Fatu Moala, who had a career
game against the Eagles last year, was
largely invisible, catching six balls
for 58 yards. The longest pass the
EWU defense gave up was a 26 yard
completion late in the third quarter.
There is an old football adage that

The women’s hockey team
will play Seattle Women's
Hockey Club Oct. 27 and Oct.
28 in the URC. By sending a
private message to the EWU
URC Facebook page, you can
have a personalized message
announced during this weekend’s hockey games.

Photo by Anna Mills
Vernon Adams goes for a high-five in celebration.

pressure causes turnovers. It was no
more evident than during this game.
EWU was able to capitalize on the
mistakes pressure created.
After an early turnover from the
offense, true freshman defensive end
Samson Ebukam was able to pick off
a pass and take it to the endzone for
a touchdown. The play was made by
Ebukam, but junior defensive lineman Dylan Zylstra should also get
some credit for applying the pressure.
It was the second defensive touchdown in as many weeks, a trend Baldwin could get used to. “[The pick six]
was huge,” said Coach Baldwin. “Anytime you’re able to score on defense, it’s
pretty heavy that that team wins the
game. So to get a pick six early is big
and to go up early was big. A great play
by the young man.”
The next Southern Utah mistake

Steven Pinker, a cognitive
scientist, will give a presentation on Nov. 14 at 7 p.m.
His presentation is called, ”A
History of Violence” and will
be held at the INB Performing Arts Center in Spokane.
Admission is free for EWU
students and $7 for the general public.

came in the second quarter. After pressure forced Cantu out of the pocket,
junior safety and UCLA transfer Tevin
McDonald intercepted a pass that
bounced off the hands of Southern
Utah’s Moala and into the waiting arms
of McDonald.
Senior defensive back Ronald Baines
also put together an impressive performance. Baines routinely made play
after play on the ball, a skill not many
corners possess. On a crucial play in the
third quarter with the game still well in
doubt, Cantu tested Baines up the far
sideline.
Baines and the Thunderbirds’ receiver both went up for the ball, simultaneously. But it was Baines strength
that won out and the official made the
correct call. It was the final interception
of the night for the Eagles and it put the
exclamation point on an impressive defensive outing.
Vernon Adams and the offense had
a great game as well, although they
lacked the continuity fans have become
accustomed too. Early turnovers looked
like they could be the story of the game
for the offense.
But EWU calmly went no-huddle
and got their best playmakers involved.
“I loved our energy, although a few
drives got stopped and we needed to do
a better job finishing, our effort and attitude and the tempo, we were playing at
were awesome,” said Baldwin.
Freshman receiver Cooper Kupp
had a magical night. Kupp reeled in 11
catches for 168 yards and his weekly
touchdown, bringing his season total
to nine. Kupp is currently on the Jerry
Rice Award watch list, an award given
out annually to the top freshman in the
country. The Eastern offense was also
able to run the ball effectively gaining
191 yards on 35 carries.
Eastern is now 3-0 in the Big Sky and
are on the road to Missoula, Mont. to
face hated rival the Montana Grizzlies
on Oct. 26.

Students and faculty can participate in meditation groups
every Tuesday and Thursday
from noon to 12:50 p.m. in
PUB room 204.
Women’s soccer will compete at home against Southern Utah on Oct. 25 at 3 p.m.

The EWU libraries and women’s and gender studies will
co-host a viewing of the film
”Girl Rising” as part of International Day of the Girl. The
screening will be Nov. 3 at
5 p.m. at the Magic Lantern
Theatre.
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ASEWU discuss
changes at
work session
By Eric Long

staff writer
ericz.long@gmail.com

Photo courtesy of Katy Bentz
Rioters near Western started throwing bottles and rocks at police, who tried to disperse the crowd, on Oct. 12.

Riot occurs at party
near WWU campus
By Eric Long

staff writer
ericz.long@gmail.com

On Oct. 12, about 500 people
broke out into a riot on Indian
street near Western Washington
University as a result of police
attempting to shut down a party.
In the article, “Riot prompts
police response: 3 non-WWU students charged in connection with
Indian Street riot” by Jake Parrish
in WWU’s campus newspaper,
The Western Front, he states that
objects were thrown at police officers including glass bottles, lawn
chairs, beer cans and rocks.

As the riot escaladed, police
brought in an armored tactical
vehicle and tried to disperse the
crowd using a loudspeaker.
Police then resorted to throwing
flash bangs and smoke canisters as
well as shooting pepper balls from
paintball guns into the crowd. They
also attempted to clear the rioters by
shooting beanbags from shotguns.
An update from The Western
Front’s site said that four people
have been arrested so far. Three of
those arrested are not associated
with Western.
A freshman from Western was
the fourth to be arrested, and according to the article, the student

sent out multiple apology letters.
So, what happens if a riot breaks
out at Eastern?
According to Amy Johnson, if students find themselves in a riot, they
should immediately go to a safe place
and call the police.
“If the police have already arrived and have issued a dispersal order, be sure to follow their
instructions explicitly so as not
to risk arrest and to ensure your
safety,” Johnson said.
“Riots are very problematic when people go beyond the
realm of lawful assembly,” said
Gary Gasseling, deputy chief of
campus police.

The ASEWU held a work
session Oct. 16 to discuss various topics, including general
education reform, the PUB remodel and the new ASEWU
WordPress site.
Dean of the college of arts,
letters and education Dr. Kevin
Decker and associate professor
of visual communication design Mindy Breen started the
work session with a presentation, called Eastern Inquiry,
about general education reform
here at EWU.
According to Decker, the inquiry is based on what general
education should produce in
terms of a well-educated student.
This fall, Decker and Breen
will be presenting Eastern Inquiry to the faculty, the ASEWU
and different departments and
will also be holding workshops
to get an idea of what generally
educated students should look
like.
“Our goal is to get as much
information as we can about
how [general education] should
look,” said Dr. Decker
Dr. Decker said that there is
nothing on or off the table and
no agenda just yet for overhauling Eastern’s general education
system. Questions still need to
be asked and a plan still needs
to be put on the table.
According to Decker, 80 percent of public colleges around
the country have some sort of
first-year experience for freshmen that help them transition
into college by keeping class
sizes low to make them more
personal. Eastern is one of the
20 percent which do not have
these experiences.
This sort of experience is
another integration being talked about.
“There’s nothing more
alienating than being a freshman and then being dumped
into a 115 person class,” said
Decker.
There will be an Eastern Inquiry workshop held on Oct. 24
from 3-5 p.m. at the Riverpoint

campus in Phase 1 room 108.
There will also be a workshop
on Nov. 15 in the JFK Library
from 3-5 p.m.
Technology Advancement
representative James Reisenauer presented the new ASEWU
WordPress site which will make
the student government more
transparent. It will be used as a
resource for students who want
to see what the student government is up to.
According to Reisenauer,
students will be able to comment on the site and voice
their opinions on projects that
the ASEWU is working on.
The website is sites.ewu.edu/
asewu/.
The ASEWU will be assisting with the Sigma Phi Epsilon haunted house on Oct. 24
from 7-11 p.m. at 419 Fifth St. It
is free to all students, but there
is a suggested donation of $5.
All donations will go to the
Wounded Warrior Project.
This project raises awareness
and helps service members who
were injured while on duty. It
provides direct programs and services for the needs of these service
members.
According to ASEWU Executive Vice President Francisco Navarro, the ASEWU has completed
interviews with four architectural
firms who each have ideas on
what they can do with an addition to the library and a remodel
of areas of the PUB. One of these
firms will be chosen to work on
the project.
Navarro said that the goal
now is to rally students and get
them pumped up about a remodel of the PUB.
According to the ASEWU site,
a remodel of the PUB has been a
long time project of the student
government. The ASEWU this
year wants to educate students on
concerns of the design of the PUB.
The ASEWU will use feedback
from the students to advance the
possibility of a remodel, which
could add more options and features that will benefit Eastern.
“Every day is getting more
and more successful,” said D.J.
Jigre about the work session.
“We’re always conscious about
what the students want.”

Local organizations lend a
helping hand to less fortunate
By Brandi Fiscus

Do you tweet?
We want to follow you.
@EasternerOnline

contributing writer
easterner.news@gmail.com

There are many places in Cheney
and Spokane where people can donate and lend a helping hand.
Feed Cheney is a local organization that started in 2010. They offer
volunteer work and accept money
and food donations. It is located at
the Wren Pierson Community Center
on 615 Fourth St. in Cheney.
“We are a totally volunteer-run
organization
that offers a
free dinner and
groceries the
last Monday of
the month for
the community
of Cheney, at
the Wren Pierson building
from 5:30-6:30
p.m.,” said
Susan Edwards,
volunteer coordinator of Feed
Cheney. “We
need volunteers
for setup, serving the meal
and clean up.
We usually ask
for a two-hour
commitment between 2:30-7:30 p.m.
Those with food handlers permits
are especially helpful, but we will
have anyone.”
The next dinner will be on Oct. 28.
Feed Cheney accepts both food and
money donations. If students are interested in volunteering contact Susan
Edwards at FeedCheney@gmail.com.

Another great place to donate
food to help out families in the community is the The Cheney Food Bank.
The food bank is also in the Wren
Pierson Community Center, and is
open from 9 a.m. to noon on the first
four Wednesdays of every month.
Cheney’s recent Coats 4 Kids coat
drive will be distributing coats on
Oct. 25 at Sunset Elementary School
in Airway Heights from 3 - 5 p.m.
and on Oct. 26 at Salnave Elementary
School and Westwood Middle School
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Coats will also
be distributed at
the Feed Cheney
dinner on Oct. 28
in the Wren Pierson Building from
5:30-6:30 p.m.,
according to the
Coats 4 Kids flier.
The YWCA is a
women’s organization that accepts
women’s clothing, accessories
and products. It is
located on 930 N
Monroe Street in
Spokane. Donations range from
shoes, scarves and
jackets to nail polish and makeup.
The YWCA’s My Sister’s Closet
is a free boutique with second-hand
treasures, according to Kim Choat,
director of the Women’s Opportunity Center.
According to Hanna Edens, a
Gonzaga University work-study student for My Sister’s Closet, she says
that feminine hygiene products, as

“We provide an
empowering environment for everybody so that they
can focus on what
their passion is.”
Schreiber

well as new, unused underwear are
very important donations that they
will accept. All donations are looked
through and considered by the staff.
My Sister’s Closet is open to all
women in need, whether it is for
school, court or work. They can call
and set up an appointment to meet
with an employee and pick out three
to four outfits to fit their need.
“Simple fact is that these are
women. Being a woman, I know the
importance of clothes and hygiene.
Working here opens my eyes and
makes me less quick to judge. Helping the women shop for outfits that
fit and look good helps build their
confidence back up, which is a great
feeling for the customer and me. It’s
very fulfilling,” said Edens.
YWCA also provides opportunities for internships and volunteering.
The internships are not paid, but they
can be equivalent to college credits.
Some of the volunteer and intern positions include sorting through donations for My Sister’s Closet, teaching
technical skills in the computer lab
and helping women build résumés.
“We provide an empowering environment for everybody so that they
can focus on what their passion is,”
said Erica Schreiber, YWCA staff
member. “Interns might help with
the organization’s statistical analysis, marketing or community development.”
Clothing and item donations can
be dropped off at the YWCA and
money donations can be made online
at www.ywcaspokane.org.
“It’s an opportunity to really impact someone’s life. We help women
get employed so they can move on to
that next step in life,” said Choat.
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EWU maintains zero tolerance
policy on drugs and alcohol

By Shannon Bedell

staff writer
bedellshannonl@gmail.com

According the National Institute of Drug
Abuse, abuse of alcohol, tobacco and other illicit drugs is costing our nation $600 billion
in annual related expenses including crime,
loss of work and health care.
EWU has a no tolerance policy in regards
to the unlawful manufacturing, delivering
or use of controlled substances or paraphernalia at a university activity. Alcohol is prohibited on university-owned property and
controlled properties unless approved by the
university. With the recent marijuana law
changed in Washington state, EWU still follows the federal marijuana policy.
With a recent initiative approved in Washington state, there is still some confusion on
what the marijuana policies are. In Washington state, marijuana is only legal to be used
by people 21 and over in a private setting.
“A lot of confusion we have seen is around
the marijuana laws. First of all, a lot of [stu-

dents] don’t know what the age is. Because
the university is federally funded, we still
follow federal laws concerning marijuana,”
said Tricia Hughes, Director of Health, Wellness and Prevention Services.
According to the Cheney Police Department Activity Overview, there were zero
drug or alcohol related offenses in September 2013. There have been 20 drug-related
offenses for the year to date and 16 criminal alcohol-related offenses. These numbers
compare to the highest reported criminal activity of theft at 162 incidence this year.
“We really are not seeing a lot of abuse of
alcohol or drugs among students. Approximately a quarter of our students do not use
alcohol or drugs,” said Hughes.
While Cheney is not seeing a rise on drugrelated offenses, drug trends are always
emerging. According to the National Institute
of Drug Abuse’s Community Epidemiology
Work Group, which researches and reports
data on trends and patterns of drug use in
major metropolitan areas, there are new drugs
and trends that often burst on the scene rap-

idly. One of the most recent drugs to come up
is desomorphine also known as krokodil.
Krokodil is a homemade synthetic heroinlike drug. It is made from combining codeine
tablets and other toxic chemicals like lighter
fluid and industrial cleaners. The name krokodil comes from the the scaly green dead
skin that forms at the injection sight. In some
cases the drug destroys the flesh causing
means for amputation.
Other emerging drugs include “N-bomb”
an LSD substitute that often causes seizures
and has been the cause of 14 deaths from
March 2012 to April 2013, and syrup or purple drink most known for being used among
the rap scene.
EWU campus offers many services available for students about safe alcohol use.
Counseling and Psychological Services offers
individual and group counseling and sponsor seminars throughout the year. Their office
is open for walk-ins Monday through Friday
from 1 to 4 p.m. Counselors are also available
by appointment from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Health and Wellness provides private

seminars to groups and classes on campus.
They can also be seen around campus in the
dorms, PUB and other areas handing out
pamphlets and holding mini seminars.
“Through Health and Wellness we do
a lot of educational programs and we’ll go
anywhere we are invited. We have a how
to use alcohol safely program. We also try
to bring in speakers for the students,” said
Hughes.
Health and Wellness also offers online
education to students and education programs for students who have a drug or alcohol related offense. The group helps provide
students with assessment on drug and alcohol tendencies if a student feels that they
might be abusing a substance.
For more information on services offered
through Health, Wellness and Prevention
Services visit them on the EWU website or
stop by their office in the Recreation Center room 201. Students can also reach out to
the Counseling and Psychological Services
through their page on the EWU website or
stop by their offices in Martin Hall room 225.

Colleges
take action
on Food Day
Food Day event
aims to educate
students about
food options
EWU Dining Services
On Oct. 24, tens of thousands of students,
on over 330 college campuses in 46 states,
will take part in over 450 events and actions
on Food Day. Campus Food Day events will
range from lectures, documentary screenings and petition drives to events unveiling
new university food purchasing policies.
Real Food Challenge, the largest national
student organization committed to building
a just and sustainable food economy, collaborated with Center for Science in the Public
Interest to coordinate the day of action on
campuses nationwide.
Food Day events of all kinds will be
documented through a nationwide “photo
action,” tagged with #TheRealFoodMovementIsHere. The photo stories aim to reclaim the mainstream dialogue about agriculture and food in the United States by
highlighting the work young people are doing to guarantee a sustainable and just future.
Here at Eastern Washington University,
students and university stakeholders are
doing just that. “People need to know that
what they put in their bodies really matters,” said Lori Quiles, a student of Biology
at Eastern Washington University. “Our future depends on this kind of education and
action.” Students join hundreds of thousands of Americans of all walks of life who
will participate in more than 4,500 events
nationwide. To join students at Eastern
Washington University in celebrating or to
take action on Food Day, contact the EWU
Sustainability Project at www.sustainableewu.org or check this event out on Facebook: EWU Food Day 2013.
Real Food Challenge is a national student organization dedicated to creating a
just and sustainable food system. Real Food
Challenge mobilizes students and campus
stakeholders to shift college and university
food spending to local, fair, ecological and
humane food sources. To date, Real Food
Challenge has shifted $60 million in institutional purchases to real food. www.realfoodchallenge.org
Food Day is the nationwide celebration
and movement for healthy, affordable and
sustainable food. Food Day takes place annually on Oct. 24 to address issues as varied
as health and nutrition, hunger, agricultural
policy, animal welfare and farm worker justice. Spearheaded by the nonprofit Center
for Science in the Public Interest and backed
by a diverse advisory board of food leaders
and organizations, the ultimate goal of Food
Day is to strengthen and unify the food
movement in order to improve our nation’s
food policies. www.FoodDay.org.

The Easterner is hiring!

Writers, photographers, page designer, news editor
and online editor. Send résumés and work samples
to easterner.editor@gmail.com.

BACON CHEDDAR BURGER

$ 2.99
Limit one per coupon per person per visit.

Shake of the Month

PUMPKIN

$ 1 OFF ANY SIZE
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Various campus groups to host
ghoulish Halloween gatherings
By Shannon Bedell

staff writer
bedellshannonl@gmail.com

Marlee Andrews, Paden Vance and other cast members rehearse for “Carrie: The Musical,” which runs from Oct. 23-24 at Bing Crosby Theatre in downtown Spokane.

Photo by Karissa Berg

Lilac City Performing Arts makes
debut with ’Carrie: The Musical’
By Kate Daniel

eagle life editor
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

Carrie White first hit the scene in 1974
adorned with the classic Stephen King accoutrement: pig’s blood and the scars of
social injustice. This month she’s making
a comeback in Lilac City Performing Arts
Center’s debut production, “Carrie: The
Musical.”
White’s story was originally adapted for
theater in 1976 when Brian De Palma directed the famous horror flick of the same
name. In 1988, the story was adapted for
stage in the first production of “Carrie: The
Musical” on Broadway. The show was a
flop, and “Carrie: The Musical” was very
rarely seen again until 2012 when it was
revised and adapted in an Off-Broadway
revival.
The musical revival features 14 actors
and a band of seven musicians.
Lilac City Performing Arts is a nonprofit startup company developed by
EWU alumnus Justin Schlabach, director
and artistic director of “Carrie: The Musical.” After graduating, Schlabach said he
and two friends discussed producing a run
of the play after Schlabach listened to the
soundtrack of the adaptation and fell in
love with it.
The trio quickly determined that their
endeavor should not stop with one production, and thus Lilac City Performing Arts
was born. In order to make “Carrie: The
Musical” happen, Schlabach utilized his
creativity and the help of many friends and
community members in order to obtain essentials such as rehearsal space and money
to purchase the rights to the play, costumes
and set materials and rental of The Bing
Crosby Theatre.
Marlee Andrews, a senior at EWU, will
star as Carrie White.
In middle school, Andrews said she read
the Stephen King novel and, having been
bullied herself, empathized to some extent
with White’s predicament, sans telekinetic
powers. Andrews said that when Schlabach
informed her about auditions for “Carrie:
The Musical,” she knew she needed to get
involved.
Andrews and Schlabach each said that
the revised musical version of the story invites audiences to take a deeper look into
the characters’ worlds. They are able to
sympathize with White as she undergoes
the turmoil of being bullied, feeling for once
[accepted] and ultimately being betrayed.
Audience members witness more than pig’s
blood and gruesome murders. They see the
tragic fall of White’s character after hope
has been wrested from her grasp.
According to Schlabach, the same can
be said of Margaret White, Carrie White’s
mother. He said that Margaret White is
very scary, the archetypal crazy mother
and extreme religious fundamentalist who
terrorizes her daughter, at one point going
so far as to throw her into a prayer closet.

Ghouls, goblins and ghosts
come out to play at many different Halloween themed events
sponsored by EWU organizations.
Halloween kicks off on campus Oct. 26 with the Black Student Union’s “A Nightmare on
Third St.” The event will be at
the Cheney Community Center
starting at 9 p.m. It will include
prizes for the best costume and
a twerking contest. Tickets are
available for $3 pre-purchased
through a Black Student Union
member and $5 at the door with
student ID.
On Halloween night, students
are invited to attend the Halloween progressive dinner sponsored
by EWU Dining Services. The
progressive dinner will be from
5-7:30 p.m. at Baldy’s, Main Street
Dining and The Roost. Dinner is
$8.95, or one meal count, and will
feature Halloween-themed food
such as meatball mummies, dracaroni and cheese, witches fingers
and ghoul glaze.
The MPR will also be a destination for diners looking for dessert,
candy and activities. Eagle Entertainment will be sponsoring a Halloween themed activity.
“Last year, they did pumpkin
bowling. This year, we are thinking of doing pumpkin putt-putt
golf where the holes are in jack
o'lanterns or possibly something
zombie related,” said Eagle Entertainment Event Coordinator

Mikey Cardenas.
Another event on Halloween
night is the Visual Communication
Design Club Halloween party at
Stella’s in Spokane on Oct. 31 from
8 p.m-12 a.m. Activities will include
food, drinks, a costume contest and
a poster contest. Admission to the
event is $2 with a poster submission and $5 without and will help
benefit the VCD club. The event is
open to VCD club members and
students and their guests.
“The poster contest will give
students a chance to enter a poster and have it judged by faculty
members. The theme is EWU
spirit, spirit as in spooky-scary.
The winning poster will be printed and sold,” said Tony Kuchar
VCD club director.
The Halloween theme continues on Nov. 1 with a sponsored
event by Eagle Entertainment.
Students are invited to attend a
ghost hunt with paranormal investigator Ross Allison, who according to his website has been
investigating the paranormal
for over 20 years. Allison has
been featured on the show Ghost
Hunters on the Syfy channel. Eagle Entertainment hopes to allow
Allison to explore the rumors of
hauntings in Morrison Hall.
“I think it will be an interesting
event and is something we haven’t
seen on campus. It is something
from left field. It is a great time for
him to come and ties in with Halloween so well,” said Cardenas.
Another similar themed event
on campus is M.E.Ch.A’s Día de
Los Muertos event. Día de Los

Illustration by Jessie Corigliano

Muertos is a Mexican holiday rooted in a 3,000-year-old ritual tradition. The celebration spans two
days Nov. 1-2. Nov. 1 is celebration
of lost infants and children, and
Nov. 2 celebrates deceased adults.

The Día de Los Muertos event
will be Nov. 1 in the MPR from
6-11:30 p.m. It will include a Día
de Los Muertos presentation, food,
music and candlelight procession.
”It is a great celebration be-

Photo by Karissa Berg
Paden Vance and Marlee Andrews rehearse a stage kiss.

In the musical, audiences are able to see
Margaret White’s reasoning: she was raped
at her own prom and wishes to protect her
daughter from similar horrors.
Schlabach said that he hopes people will
consider the reasons bullying occurs. He
said that he will invite the audience to ask
this and other questions via the Lilac City
Performing Arts Facebook page.
“I took a lot of personal inspiration in
terms of my experience with bullying,”
Schlabach said. “I was excommunicated
when I was 18. And then also from the stories that I’ve heard from other people in
terms of bullying.”
Davis Hill, who graduated from EWU
in 2013 with a B.A. in music composition,
is serving as musical director for the production. Hill said that he enjoys the theater
but has not been directly involved with any
plays since high school; this will be his first
musical.
“‘Carrie: The Musical’ features a sevenpiece pop-rock band: two keyboards,
two guitars, bass, drum set and cello,”
Hill said. “The music alternates between
upbeat pop-rock ensemble numbers and
more melodic, introspective pieces. The
music is exciting and very approachable
for those who know nothing about the
Stephen King novel or [1976] movie.”
He said that during the production of
“Carrie,” the cast and crew have established
a very open, collaborative environment.
“It has a very DIY, do it yourself, kind of
aspect. I — this is somewhat tangential —
but I kind of consider myself sort of a punk
rocker sort of person, so it’s very much in
that vein,” he said. “You know it’s very
much: We’re poor; we’re young; we really
want to do this.”
Initially the crew was rehearsing in the
ballroom of Luxe Coffee House in Spokane,
but due to a scheduling conflict at the ven-
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Allison Dunlap hits high notes while rehearsing for the musical.

ue, the troupe has recently been rehearsing
in an abandoned Goodyear Tire building
owned by Schlabach’s employer. Hill said
the environment has posed some challenges for actors and musicians due to echoing
and reverberation.
“I would say everyone is starting to feel
like family,” said Hill. “We’re rehearsing
in this derelict car garage where it’s cold
and we’re freezing and the heater turns
on and we can’t hear anything. But we
have it so we can, you know, not freeze to
death. There isn’t a bathroom, there isn’t
running water. We’re just all dealing with
it so it’s a very transformative kind of environment.”
The show has undergone some major
musical changes from 1988 to the 2012 revised adaptation — including the removal of five or six songs — though Hill clarified that changes by Lilac City Performing
Arts have been purely functional.
Schlabach agreed that from 1988 to
2012, the musical changed from simply
being a “horror play” to being a vehicle
of social commentary.
According to Hill, the show is not only
about bullying but about issues endemic
to high school which are negative and
which foster bullying behavior, specifically, negative influences from popular
culture reinforcing the act of putting others down and the idea that it is essential
to run with the “cool” kids.
Hill said that the songs explore the pathos and confusion of being in high school,

with lyrics expressing the desire to fit in
and be popular or suffer the shame of being
unmemorable.
“It’s not only, I think, a really great play.
But it’s young people going out and doing
something that they think is important in
spite of all of the obstacles, and that’s really
kind of what the play is about too,” said
Hill.
He continued by saying that it is important to realize that the production is a
result of motivated individuals banning
together outside the realm of corporate
influence and without the motivation of
financial gain or fame-seeking.
“This is real,” he said. “This is a show
that we care about and we’re doing it the
way we want to do it.”
Hill said that he and the rest of the
cast and crew hope that “Carrie” will
be the beginning of a relationship with
the Spokane community. He said that
he hopes this relationship will not only
be about the issues brought to light via
the Lilac City Performing Arts programming, but about the theater’s place as a
center for independent art.
“We aren’t beholden to anyone. We’re
just doing it, and I think that’s — succeed
or fail — that’s the most important thing
and that’s what makes it worthwhile.”
“Carrie: The Musical” will be on stage
at the Bing Crosby Theatre in Spokane
Oct. 23 and 24 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$25 and can be purchased at Ticketswest.
com or at the door.
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Active Minds wrote chalk messages around campus in support of stomping out stigma towards mental illness.

Active Minds:
Continued from front

to combat the stigmas surrounding mental illness and created Open
Minds, the first chapter, which then
turned into Active Minds.
There are now over 400 chapters on college campuses all over the
country, according to their website.
According to Nicole Stearman, her
main goal with EWU Active Minds is
to make connections with students
so they feel comfortable in the club
setting and are able to courageously
make the leap to be comfortable within the school as well, not just within
the Active Minds group.
“We have to tackle the problem
of the stigma surrounding mental illness. In order to have all students feeling comfortable and safe on campus,
we have to educate all the students
about mental health and mental illness,” said Nicole Stearman.
According to Stearman, some of

the activities the club does is create
chalk drawings and write chalk messages all over the grounds of Eastern
to bring awareness to mental health,
as well as promote Active Minds. The
club organizes open forums for students to come and ask questions to
other students who are in recovery
from a mental illness. Group members also hold meetings on news topics they hear about regarding mental
health and stigmas, as well as suicide
prevention.
Dr. Russell Kolts, professor of psychology at Eastern, was approached
by Nicole Stearman in 2012 to be the
advisor for Active Minds because of
his expertise in compassion-focused
therapy.
According to Kolts, the main focus
of this form of therapy is helping people work with difficult emotions and
those who tend to self-criticize. Many
people who experience depression
and anxiety self-attack in response to
these difficult feelings.
“One of the things that we need
to do if we are helping folks like that

is to help them learn different ways
of dealing with these emotions so
they’re not doing as much self-attacking, which I felt fit really nicely with
Active Minds emphasis on reducing
shame and stigma around mental illness on campus. It seemed like a real
good fit,” said Kolts.
According to Nicole Stearman, she
is constantly asked if Active Minds
is like a support group for students
dealing with mental health issues.
“This is a place where we talk
about mental health in the community and how we can get it more out
there and prevalent and talking about
it,” said Nicole Stearman. “It’s not
a support group, but that does not
mean we are not a supportive group
of people. Being a support group isn’t
what we do, but … you can potentially make friends in the group and start
your own support group.”
Mia Fonseca, vice president of Active Minds at Eastern, was inspired
by her childhood friend, Nicole Stearman, to be a part of the club. She
remembers moments while attend-

ing Olympic College in Bremerton,
Wash., where most of her friends
were away and there were not a lot of
activities going on.
“Most of the time, I was in my
room by myself. I lived with just my
Dad; my parents are divorced. I really wanted to spend my day doing
something productive and being active and not just be in my room doing absolutely nothing,” said Fonseca.
“[Olympic College] really didn’t have
any clubs or activities like this, so like
when I got here, I was excited because
there are so many things I could do
and I really wanted to do this because
of Nicole [Stearman]. It’s not just for
Nicole [Stearman], it’s for everyone,”
Fonseca said alongside Stearman,
laughing together.
Nicole Stearman and Kolts both
encourage students to visit CAPS in
Martin Hall for professional help if
they feel themselves or someone they
know might be suffering with a mental illness.
“Seek help because it is there. You
might not know about it and that’s

cause it mixes religion with indigenous culture. It also brings a lot of
different cultures together where
we can remember happy moments
with those we have lost,” said Mariana Garcia, M.E.Ch.A co-chair.

where we step in to tell you about it and
to make sure that you know about it,
where it is, what the features are, what
exactly are the services you can use and
benefit from. Seek help and don’t keep
it to yourself. That will make things
worse,” said Nicole Stearman.
Kolts made a point that CAPS is
paid by students through their student activities fees, meaning they do
not have to pay anything out of pocket to talk one-on-one with a therapist
or attend a group counseling session.
“If you want to see me for therapy
out in private practice, it’s $150 an
hour. That’s cheap. I’m not terribly
expensive as doctoral level private
practitioners go,” said Kolts. “If you
want to see me at CAPS and I’ve got
an opening, it’s free. It doesn’t cost
you a dime; you pay for it through
your student’s activities fee.”
According to Kolts, he understands that being in college is an important time in students’ lives when
it comes to defining themselves. With
choosing majors and deciding on a
career, it can be a very vulnerable
time for students on campus.
“It can feel really vulnerable to feel
like you’re struggling in some way or
another. I think people … will maybe strive to hide or to minimize the
things that they think aren’t so flattering about themselves. In the form
of emotional difficulties, that can
take the form of stigma,” said Kolts.
“Somehow, it’s perceived as different
from if you have a physical ailment
or if you’re struggling in some other
way them struggling with emotions.
I think the public perception that if
you’re struggling with your emotions,
there’s something wrong with you or
there’s something weak about you.”
When asked about the 1 in 4 statistic and what he, personally, would
say to students on campus who are
struggling with mental illness, Kolts
looked down in empathy in an attempt to hold back tears.
“It’s not your fault,” Kolts said as
he looked up. “It’s not your fault that
you’re struggling with this. There’s
nothing wrong with you. That’s what
I’d say. I’d remind them that there are
many, many people in this world that
care about what they’re doing and
they believe in them and want to help
them feel better. That’s what I’d say.”
Nicole Stearman recites a quote
by creator Alison Malmon of Active
Minds, Inc.
“She said ‘Not everyone has mental illness, but everyone has mental
health.’ It’s really important to not ignore that and students need to know
about it for themselves and also to
support others because it’s more common than people might think,” said
Nicole Stearman.

HOMECOMING
2013

THEN
1924-2012

What does a pajama rally, a beard growing contest and pushing your rival team
members down Riverside Avenue in Spokane have in common? They were all
popular activities of homecoming week
throughout the history of Eastern Washington University, formerly known as the
State Normal School of Cheney.

Like this past week’s victory over Southern Utah, the first homecoming victory
against Ellensburg in 1924 was “celebrated
by a triumphal march around town and
was pronounced a ‘howling success’” according to Dryden.
Other traditions over the years include
pajama rallies and beard growing contests
popularized in the late 1950s and 1960s
and the emergence of a homecoming queen
competition.
Like many today, participants of Homecoming 1935 in the Kinnikinick, the former Eastern Washington College and State
Normal School annual, stated, “Homecoming day is one that few Cheney alumni will
forget.”

Monday, Oct. 14
·
·

Kick-off at noon in the campus
Spirit Challenge at 1 p.m. in the

PUB MPR

·

Mr. and Ms. Eastern Pageant at 6

p.m. in the Showalter Auditorium
Tuesday, Oct. 15

In “A Light for an Empire,” a book by
Cecil Dryden chronicling her time as an assistant professor of History emeritus at the
State Normal School of Cheney, she talks
of the emergence of the first homecoming.

The scene is one familiar of last week’s
homecoming in which students, community members and faculty gather Oct. 18
downtown to light the bonfire and listen
to speeches by Coach Beau Baldwin and
ASEWU President D.J. Jigre.

2013

mall

Homecoming on campus started Oct. 25,
1924 while it was the State Normal School.
The first game was a victory over their rivals Ellensburg, Wash.

“Three years of talk … and as many
years of urgence by coach Alvin Eustis,
the decision was made to risk all on a first
homecoming. Events began with the pep
rally described as ‘something long to remember.’ Around the brilliant bonfire,
there was jollity and banter. As students,
alumni, faculty and townspeople gathered
to celebrate,” said Dryden.

NOW

Wednesday, Oct. 16
·

‘Stuck in Time’ Scavenger Hunt

at 4 p.m.

·

Red, White and Swoop
by Amye

Photos by

7 p.m. at JFK library lawn

Thursday, Oct. 17

Ellsworth

·

the following day at their first home game in

ger hunts, school spirit challenges, bed races and

three weeks. Before the game on Oct. 17, EWU

pageants.

held a canned food drive on the front steps of

These homecoming events kicked off at noon

Canned food drive from 1-3 p.m.

at the PUB

Laura Jones and Samuel Sargeant.

From Oct. 14-20, students participated in scaven-

Showing of “Despicable Me 2” at

·

EWU vs Weber State at 6 p.m. in

Reese Court

·

Bonfire, Pep Rally and Bed Races

at 7 p.m. in downtown Cheney

the PUB. The night ended with a bonfire and pep

Friday, Oct. 18

in the campus mall, with the first spirit competi-

rally, that included speeches by Beau Baldwin

tion occurring shortly after. The spirit challenges

and ASEWU president D.J. Jigre, as well as the

·

included creating campus decorations with the

return of the bed races. For this event, students

p.m. in the Showalter Auditorium

homecoming theme of “Red, White and Swoop.”

were provided with a bed and pajamas as they

Mr. and Mrs. Eastern were crowned later that

raced down First St.

same night and officially presented during the

Saturday, Oct. 19

The final day of homecoming activities had

·
·

participants out of bed early to run a 5k race

football game on Oct. 19.
On Oct. 16, competitors participated in a

starting at the EWU surplus store and continuing

scavenger hunt with the theme “Stuck in Time.”

through downtown Cheney. After the race, the

Later that night, students gained free admission

homecoming parade began. To end the festivi-

to watch “Despicable Me 2” on the JFK library

ties, the EWU football team took on the Southern

lawn.

Utah Thunderbirds, defeating them 34-10.

Members of EWU's Greek

·
·

EWU Tailgate Bash from 11 a.m.
Homecoming football game at

5:05 p.m. at Roos Field

Clockwise from right:

community ride down First

An EWU fan shows his sup-

throws candy to the crowd

St. during the homecoming

port for the band.

parade on Oct. 19, 2013.

parade.

Ashley Gonzales and her fel-

Homecoming king Sam

low Alpha Pi Sigma sisters en-

Segoviano and homecoming

joy tailgating before the home-

queen Shelby Kealiher ride in

coming game.

the homecoming parade.

Homecoming parade at 10 a.m.

to 1 wwp.m. in the campus mall

EWU student Nate Meinhold

during the homecoming

5k race through Cheney at 8 a.m.

through downtown Cheney

The women’s volleyball team swept Weber State

Clockwise from right:

Comedian Dillon Garcia at 8

An EWU saxaphone player
pumps his fist in the air to the
fight song.
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1

Easterner Asks

2

“Where is your favorite place to
spend time on the EWU campus?”

3
4

5

6
7

8

10

“I have to say the PUB.
.… There’s always
somewhere to get
something to eat and a
place to sit.”

“The PUB is probably
where I spend the most
time.”

9

11

Jesse Molina

“Here … the dungeon.”
Aaron Young

Jason Fischer

12
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A non-student was found to be living in various dorms on campus. The man was an escapee
Down
from Kent, Wash. and was wanted for felony charges, including armed robbery.
1 Dia de los _____ is a 3,000 year
old traditional Mexican holiday
Oct. 13
Oct. 19
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Malicious mischief
The university police assisted the Cheney Police Department in chasing an intoxicated male student that
was throwing rocks through
windows. The student was
also found to be in possession of marijuana. He was
taken to jail by the Cheney
Police Department.

Oct. 13
2:57 a.m.

Underage drinking
A student was found intoxicated and vomiting in
the third floor bathroom of
Pearce Hall.
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robbery.

Oct. 17
4 p.m.

Attempted theft
An attempted break-in
was reported near Dryden
Hall. Someone was trying to enter a car without breaking a window.

Oct. 18
2 p.m.

Malicious mischief
A window outside of Baldy’s
was found shattered.

Oct. 18
12:45 a.m.

Underage drinking
Students were found vomiting in Pearce Hall. One
student had a blood-alcohol
level of 0.21.

threw a phone on the ground
and broke it. He was arrested for domestic violence and
malicious mischief.

Oct. 20
6:20 p.m.

Theft
A woman from Dressler Hall
left her black iPod touch in
the P.E. locker rooms overnight and came back to find
it had been stolen. The item
is still missing.

Tip of the Week:

If you live in the residence
halls, you are responsible
for yourself and your guests.
Make sure to know your
surroundings, and if you
think something is wrong,
let someone know.

Classifieds
New Clinic needs Egg Donors
Get paid for giving infertile couples the chance to have a baby. Women 21-31 and in
good health are encouraged to apply. $4,000 compensation. allison.miles@integramed.com
877.777.6002
Would you like to place a classified advertismsment with The Easterner?
Contact our advertising department at 509-359-7010 or send and email to advertising@ewu.
edu

page designers

“Outside when it is
warmer, in the [campus] mall area.”
Cassandra Boesel

I was happy to see coverage of the
federal government shutdown in The
Easterner (Issue 4, Oct. 16, 2013). However, the article’s depiction of the shutdown
debacle as a political “dispute” is erroneous and implies that both parties were
equally to blame. This is not true.
Democrats had been asking for budget negotiations since April, yet were repeatedly denied by Republicans. After
failing to repeal the Affordable Care Act,
House Republicans voted for repeal over
40 additional times, despite their cognizance of its futility.
A small cohort of radical Republicans
was most involved in orchestrating the
shutdown, but many others are complicit, if only through their acceptance of
radical leaders. (Every Republican member voted “repeal” at least once during
the repeal marathon; most voted multiple
times.)
After the shutdown failed to menace
their Democrat colleagues, these Republicans bartered the government’s reopening against a list of increasingly desperate

Jessie Corigliano

Sam Sargeant
Karissa Berg

graphic artists

distributor
Ben Adams

demands: denial of birth control coverage, tax modifications and coal deregulation.
The government was not “forced”
to shut down. It was held hostage by a
group of extremists. The shutdown was
an act of terrorism against the United
States government perpetrated by some
of its own elected officials.
The article also stated that both parties have yet to agree on the “legitimacy
of the legislation.” This is a right-wing
ploy. The ACA was passed by Congress
and upheld as constitutional in the Supreme Court. It was ratified when President Obama was re-elected. The ACA is
law. Its legitimacy is not up for debate.
I understand the need to present information in a fair and balanced way.
However, sometimes the only way to be
fair is to report the facts, even when the
conclusion is offensive. The Easterner
had an opportunity to report the truth of
the story, but opted instead for an equivocal set piece.
Davis Hill
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Threat of second
closure looms
By Elsa Schmitz

opinion editor
easterner.opinioin@gmail.com

The United States government reopened the morning
of Oct. 17, leading to a collective sigh of relief from those
who have been impacted by
the closure.
However, this relief may
only be temporary. According to an article issued by the
Washington Post, the agreement reached during this closure allows funding for agencies through mid-January
2014, raises the $16.7 trillion
debt limit and calls hundreds
of thousands of civil servants
back to work. This agreement
only accounts for these solutions up until January, and at
that point this sort of closure
has the potential to rear its
ugly head once again.
The government closure
lasted for 16 days. During
this time, national parks
were closed to the public,
leading to an illegal but courageous break-in to the national World War II Memorial by veterans looking to pay
their respects. Many vendors
across the country were wary
of accepting food vouchers
and stamps out of fear that
they may not be upheld by
the government once it was
back in session.
The Head Start program
was forced to close many
locations across different
states, leaving approximately
7,000 children without services, according to the National
Head Start Association. This
closure left many parents
struggling to find someone
to watch their children while
they were at work, or left

some with no choice other
than to stay at home until the
crisis was over.
Students at Eastern Washington University may not
have seen an impact from the
government closure, aside
from the whining of those on
the Internet. But there may
have been some on the other side of the spectrum who
had the potential to see some
hard hits by the closure.
Many agencies were dipping into spare funds near
the 16-day mark of the closure, and there were many
who were claiming that if the
shutdown continued, they
would be unable to provide
services until funding of their
programs resumed.
Some of these programs
include the previously mentioned Head Start, food
stamps and services for
needy families and govern-

ment departments that process applications for loans,
licenses and passports.
An attempt was made to
contact the EWU Financial
Aid office regarding this issue. It is important for students to be aware of the
possibilities of what another
government shutdown may
bring, and the importance of
remaining informed on this
subject.
Though many students
may have been unaware of
the impacts that the government closure caused in these
past 16 days, it is important
to be aware that the closure
was not resolved. The threat
of another closure looms in
the not-too-distant future, in
mid-January, and it is important to be aware of what the
government officials are doing to avoid another situation
such as this.

Illustration by Vania Tauvela
After the government shutdown, Chris Cox began cutting the lawn at the
Lincoln Memorial.
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Sports
Bulletin
Oct. 17
Eagles win against
Weber
State
3-0.
Kelsey Julian had 12
kills; Allie Schumacher had 11 kills and four
digs. Ashley Wright
and Talia Fermantez each had six kills.
Lindsay Niemeier had
32 assists with three
digs and three blocks.
EWU had seven service aces and Weber
State had five service
aces. EWU also tallied seven blocks and
Weber State had two
blocks.
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Women’s basketball shoots to the top
Eagles team a favorite in Big Sky preseason polls

By Elohino Theodore

staff writer
theodoreelohino@gmailcom

The EWU women’s
basketball team has a
promising season ahead,
according to the Big Sky
preseason polls.
The Eagles look to have
yet another productive season following last year’s
19-13 record and the advancement in the WNIT
tournament a year ago. A
week ago EWU was voted
number one by Big Sky
Coaches and media members at the top of the Big
Sky Preseason Polls. The
last top preseason ranking
the Eagles earned was back
during the 2010-2011 season where they were cho-

sen to be in second place.
Head coach Wendy
Schuller appreciates the
votes and the number one
spot as well. “It’s exciting
for us to earn some recognition ahead of time. But,
we also understand that
we have a whole season in
front of us,” Schuller said.
“It’s not about where you
start, it’s about where you
finish.”
Schuller gives respect to
their opponents. “I know
that our league is really
good,” Schuller said. “Our
league is competitive, and
there’s going to be a couple of teams that nobody
picked that are going to
come and surprise people.
So we have to prepare ourselves and be ready.”

This year, the Eagles
earned six first place votes
out of nine in the coaches’
poll and 20 first place votes
out of 30 in the media members’ poll. The Eagles will
have nine athletes returning from last year’s roster.
Some of those returning are
junior guard Lexie Nelson,
sophomore forward Hayley
Hodgins, junior Guard Kylie
Huerta, senior forward Aubrey Ashenfelter, junior forward Melissa Williams, and
senior center Laura Hughes.
The 2013-2014 roster
welcomes six new athletes.
Some of the players include
freshman guard Bethany
Montgomery,
freshman
guard Jade Redmon, freshman center Marly Anderson and freshman forward

Haley
Shaner.
Overall we have all the pieces to
the roster will have a set the puzzle, but it’s a matter
number of
of making
15 players:
sure that
two seniors,
it all fits tothree
jugether.”
niors, four
Hughes
sophomores
has goals
and
six
for herself
freshmen.
of this seaNelson
son
and
is looking
she looks
forward to
forward
Schuller
the season
to pursuand is very
ing them.
optimistic.
“I want to
“It seemed
work
on
like a long summer, long off- my post game this year and
season. So I know we’re all ex- be more efficient, definitecited just to get back at it, hav- ly going to the right side
ing these couple of weeks of [of the block] and be a betpractice has been good,” Nel- ter post defender,” Hughes
son said. “I think we have re- said. She also elaborated
ally good potential this year, on how the team has been

“I know that

our league is
really good.”

preparing for this season as
well.
“We’ve been working really hard on our offensive game
and working on some of the
plays and working on defense.
And trying to be a good defensive team, because defense
wins championships,” Hughes
said.
Nelson believes that that
the team can become better
in every aspect. “You can improve in almost every area, just
as a team we just have to make
sure we’re always communicating out there and always on
the same page.”
Schuller believes that
the fans will be entertained
by the team this season.
“We have some players that
can do some things that I
think will amaze them.”

Oct. 18

EWU Football
freshmen are
getting real
By Galen Rock

sports editor
easterner.sports@gmail.com

The
Eastern
Eagles
made a statement with a
big victory over Southern
Utah 34-10 on a picture
perfect night for football.
After losing last year to
Southern Utah, the Eagles
made it clear it was not
going to happen this year
at the 87th annual homecoming game. The Eagles’
defense was flying all over
the Thunderbirds offense
allowing them 368 yards of
total offense and 10 points.
The energy and enthusiasm EWU’s true freshmen
brought onto the field was
a huge reason for that.
The Eagle defense made
some great plays, putting a
lot of pressure on Southern
Utah quarterback Aaron
Cantu. Sacking him four
times and intercepting
three of his passes and one

of those for a touchdown
by true freshman defensive
lineman Samson Ebukam,
the first one in his football
career.
“I just happened to be
right there,” Ebukam said
about his interception for
a touchdown. He was at
the place at the right time.
“I was suppose to get the
fullback and I just hit him
a little bit then they threw
the ball at me. Then I said
‘Hey the ball is right here,
I’m going to get real and
I’m going to score.’”
Albert
Havili
and
Miquiyah Zamora, two
freshmen linebackers coming straight out of high
school, were fighting for
the same spot at the beginning of the season, both
got on the field and made
huge plays on homecoming
night. Zamora was credited
with a huge tackle for a loss
that sent the Thunderbirds
back 10 yards and Havili

Oct. 19

Photo by Laura Jones
Ronald Baines busts a move with his teammates after a touchdown.

continued his not flashy,
but consistent play.
“The freshmen have
been awesome,” said EWU
head coach Beau Baldwin.
“A lot of our freshmen are
making an impact on the
defensive side. So as they
keep coming along, we’ll
continue to develop as a
team.”
After a rough start for
the Eagles’ offense, they redeemed themselves and
stepped up to put 26 points
on the board. Vernon Adams

was able to find his young
playmakers.
Redshirt freshman receiver
Cooper Kupp lead the receivers with 11 receptions with 168
yards with one touchdown.
Kupp was added to the Jerry
Rice watch list earlier this
month, an award given to the
most outstanding freshman in
the country. At this rate, a good
portion of the Eagles’ young
players could have an argument to be put on the list.
Along with the defensive
playmaking of Havili, Zamora

and Ebukam, true freshman
receiver Kendrick Bourne also
had his best night as an Eagle,
totaling 38 yards on two catches including a 31 yard touchdown pass.
“It’s exciting to see these
guys contribute and it’s exciting to see us grow as a
team,” said Baldwin.
If Eastern wants to continue to be undefeated in
the Big Sky Conference, the
underclassmen are going to
need to continue to make
big plays.

EWU Football won
against Southern Utah,
34-10. The defense gave
the team the lead early
in the game. EWU intercepted three passes,
and the team also had
four sacks. The Eagles
led 14-3 at halftime;
during the second half
the Eagles scored three
touchdowns on threestraight possessions
in front of a crowd of
10,135 people. Eastern
quarterback Vernon
Adams
completed
25-35 passes for 298
yards and three touchdowns.

Photo by Laura Jones

Photo by Anna Mills
Allen Brown jumps high in celebration after a touchdown.

WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL
PREVIEW

EWU women’s crosscountry win title at
the Inland Empire Invitational. The EWU
men’s cross-country
placed third. The Eagles take four of top
six places, Eastern finished with 26 points.
The EWU men’s team
was third, they were
behind
Washington
State and Gonzaga.
Eastern had finishers
place fifth and sixth,
and the Eagles competed without New
Mexico State transfer
Mayra Chavez.

Opponent

Fri
Fri
Sat
Wed
Fri

Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 16
Nov. 20
Nov. 29

Sat

Nov. 30

Fri
Sat
Tue
Sat
Sun
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sat
Sat
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sat
Thu
Sat
Thu
Mon
Thu
Thu
Sat

Dec. 6
Dec. 14
Dec. 17
Dec. 21
Dec. 29
Jan. 2
Jan. 4
Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan. 16
Jan. 18
Jan. 25
Jan. 30
Feb. 1
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
Mar. 6
Mar. 8

Time

Master's
6:00 p.m.
at Portland
5:15 p.m.
SMU
1:00 p.m.
at Gonzaga
6:00 p.m.
vs. Iowa St. @
7:30 p.m.
Las Vegas, Nev.
South Point Shootout
vs. Butler @
5:00 p.m.
Las Vegas, Nev.
South Point Shootout
Cal State Northridge 6:00 p.m.
Idaho
2:00 p.m.
Northwest (Wash) 6:00 p.m.
Boise St.
2:00 p.m.
Portland St. *
2:00 p.m.
Weber St. *
6:00 p.m.
Idaho St. *
2:00 p.m.
at Montana *
6:00 p.m.
at Montana St. *
1:00 p.m.
Northern Ariz. *
6:00 p.m.
Sacramento St. *
2:00 p.m.
at Southern Utah * 1:00 p.m.
at North Dakota * 5:00 p.m.
at Northern Colo. * 1:00 p.m.
Montana St. *
6:00 p.m.
Montana *
2:00 p.m.
at Sacramento St. * 7:00 p.m.
at Northern Ariz. * 5:30 p.m.
Southern Utah *
6:00 p.m.
at Portland St. *
7:00 p.m.
Northern Colo. *
6:00 p.m.
at Idaho St. *
7:00 p.m.
at Weber St. *
1:00 p.m.

Big Sky Conference Tournament - Quarterfinals

Thu

Mar. 13

at TBA

TBA

Big Sky Conference Tournament - Semifinals
Fri

EWU Volleyball loses to
Idaho State 3-1. Sophomore Allie Schumacher posted her fourth
double-double of the
year. Idaho State defeated EWU in four
sets at Reese Court.
Eastern’s record is
now 7-14 overall, and
4-6 in the Big Sky conference. Set scores for
the match: 20-25, 25-20,
16-25 and 13-25. Lindsay Niemeier tallied 35
assists and eight digs.
Ryann Ensrud had 23
digs, Kelsey Julian had
12 kills.
Andru Pulu gets examined after injuring his leg.

Date

Schedule

Photo by Laura Jones
Samson Ebukam grabs the ball from Southern Utah players at the homecoming game at Roos Field on Oct. 19.

EWU women’s soccer loses a close game
at Montana 1-0. The
game lasted 85 minutes before a goal was
scored. Montana led
EWU in shots 12-1 and
corner kicks 11-0 at the
end of the first half. By
the end of the game,
Montana had 23 shots
and 13 corner kicks.
Eastern finished with
six shots and two corner kicks.

Mar. 14

at TBA

TBA

Big Sky Conference Tournament - Championship

Sat

Mar. 15

at TBA

TBA

* = Exhibition Event

Cross-country take
four of top six places
By Dave Cook

sports information director

With four of its runners
finishing in the top six,
the Eastern Washington
University women’s crosscountry team won the team
title among NCAA Division I schools at the Inland
Empire Invitational Oct. 19
in Lewiston, Idaho.
Eastern finished with 26
points, with Washington
State placing second with
33. Gonzaga finished third
and Idaho placed fourth.
The EWU men’s team
was third, placing behind
champion
Washington
State and runner-up Gonzaga. Eastern’s next meet
is the Big Sky Conference
Championships Nov. 2 in
Bozeman, Mont.
“All in all it was a solid
day for us heading into

the conference meet,” said
Eastern
cross-country
coach Chris Zeller. “It definitely gave us some momentum to build on.”
Sophomore Katie Mahoney led the Eagles with a
second-place finish, covering
the 5,000-meter course in 17:17.
Sarah Reiter, also a sophomore,
was third in 17:32.
“The women did outstanding,” said Zeller. “They took
some risks today and it paid
off. I was really happy to see
them test themselves like that
before conference, so that they
have a better idea of what
they're capable of.”
Eastern had finishers place
fifth and sixth, and their No. 5
scoring runner was 10th. The
Eagles competed without New
Mexico State transfer Mayra
Chavez, a sophomore from Yakima, Wash.
“The top five only had a

33-second spread, which will
prove to be important in two
weeks,” said Zeller. “Plus,
hopefully we'll have [Chavez]
back by then as well.”
The men competed without Boise State transfer Vince
Hamilton, a sophomore from
Spokane’s North Central High
School. Chris Schroll, a transfer from UNC-Pembroke, was
seventh with a time of 24:13
on the 8,000-meter course. The
junior was followed closely by
freshman Alex Kimsey from
Spokane’s Ferris High School,
who placed eighth in 24:21.
“The men certainly
weren't as deep today and
we didn't run Vince, but
there were some solid individual performances,” said
Zeller. “Chris tested himself and gained some confidence from it. Alex showed
he can run without fear today, too.”

Graphic by Kyle Pearson

Men’s Team Scoring: 1 – Washington State 24,
2 – Gonzaga 39, 3 – Eastern Washington 63

Men’s Finishers
7. Chris Schroll – 24:13
8. Alex Kimsey – 24:21
13. Stephen Bottoms – 24:53

18. Isaac Kitzan – 25:07
23. Steven Kutsch – 25:49
26. Quin Olivas – 26:16

Women's Team scoring: 1 – Eastern Washington 26,
2 – Washington State 33, 3 – Gonzaga 65, 4 – Idaho 99

Women’s Finishers
2. Katie Mahoney – 17:17
3. Sarah Reiter – 17:32
5. Berenice Penaloza – 17:35
6. Paula Gil Echevarria
– 17:42
10. Caite Arrigoni – 17:50
30. Katie Lynch – 18:55
32. Keeley Davidson – 19:04
37. Acacia Smith – 19:27
40. Kari Scharnhorst – 19:40

41. Amber Core – 19:49
45. Michaela Chucka
– 20:04
48. Monica Jaenicke – 20:38
49. Brittney Swanson
– 20:50
50. Lauren Brewington
– 20:51
52. Rachael Hatcher – 20:53
54. Kendall Elifirits – 21:25
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Scary fun
run a first
on campus
By Erika Meyer

staff writer
erikan.meyer@gmail.com

Themed runs have become quite popular in recent years among onlookers and participants, and
this is truer with EWU’s
upcoming fun run.
For the first time, the
cross-country and track
team are hosting a haunted
5k fun run called the “Terror Trot” on Oct. 16.
When it comes to
themed runs, experience is
what matters.
“The time on the clock
has become less important
to some people, but not all,
and what happens during
the time on the clock has
become more important.
That is what we want to do
is provide that kind of experience at the Terror Trot,
a Halloween themed fun
run,” said cross-country’s
head coach Chris Zeller.
“There is something for everyone.”
According to assistant
coach Erik Rasmussen, the
Terror Trot is something
new they wanted to do.
“We wanted to be able to

raise some money for the
team. A lot of that helps us
provide some of the equipment and gear that we use
to be able to train and enjoy other experiences as a
team,” he said.
“These types of runs
are becoming more popular around the country and
in the area. We originally
wanted to do a homecoming race but we wanted to
come up with something a
little bit different and the
Halloween-themed fun run
came out of that,” said Rasmussen.
According to Rasmussen, the team will also be
involved in the race, but
not as runners. When the
coaches announced the
Terror Trot, the team was
slightly confused, but once
they found out they get to
dress up and scare people
along the course they were
very excited to be a part of
the event.
“The athletes are looking forward to it because
they are actually the ones in
races, so they are excited to
help put on a good event for
others,” said Zeller.
The coaches and the team

Illustration by Jasmine Kemp
Cross-country and track and field athletes dressed up to scare runners during the first annual “Terror Trot.”

really wanted to do something special and something
that is a little different from
what is out there.
“We have good plans
for it, it will be fun because
you’ll finish on the Inferno,
run around the track and
we will give out prizes at
the end on the field. Another exciting thing is along
the course we will have
people out to scare people.

And we have other things
that we are continuing to
work on to make it an enjoyable experience for the
runners,” Rasmussen said.
There will also be prizes available for individual
champion, top non-Eastern
student male and female,
Eastern student male and female. This race is not only for
students but for the public as
well.

Issue 4 Corrections:
The names of two female hockey players were incorrect below a photo on page 11.
The caption should have read: “Kaila Montgomery (No. 10) and Melissa Vargas
(goalie) defended their goal during the Oct. 11 game.”

staff writer
erikan.meyers@gmail.com

Redshirt freshman receiver Cooper Kupp is
currently on the watch list
for the Jerry Rice Award,
which is presented to the
top freshman in the FCS.
“It’s a great honor to be
a part of that list, especially
how there are big names
are on that. It is encouraging me to continue to work
hard and continue to get
wins for the Eagles,” said
Kupp.
In the 2012 season,
Kupp redshirted his first
year with the Eagles, and
was selected for Eastern’s
Offensive Scout Team Player of the Year. He was also
selected for the team’s Offensive Scout Team Player
of the Week once, and
twice for special teams.
“Being on scout team
was great but it’s a tough
year, I mean, no one likes
to sit out for football for a
year, but you can learn a lot
of lessons especially having the receivers like Greg
Herd, Brandon Kauffman
and Nick Edwards here
that year and having to
learn from those guys. Being able to grow and develop, both physically and
mentally, I think it has paid
off really well,” said Kupp.
According to Eastern’s
starting quarterback, Vernon Adams, he likes playing football with Kupp because of his perseverance.
“I like playing with
[Kupp] a lot,” said Adams.
“He works harder than
most players on the team
and he learned from a great

Discover where you’ll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu
@StudyAbroadUSAC

Registration has begun,
and you can find the forms
at goeags.com. To enter
there is a fee of $20 with
a T-shirt and $15 without
a T-shirt. There will also
be registration on the day
of the race, if you have
not registered by Oct. 23,
for $20 without a T-shirt.
Check-ins begin at 8 a.m.
and the race will start at 9
a.m.

Freshman added to
award watch list
By Erika Meyer

Live without regrets,
Learn without borders.

For campus communities, there will be prizes for
the dorm floor, club or organization with the most participants.
“The race is going to
start at Elm and Washington Street. go through the
bottom of campus then up
through campus, back to
Washington Street. then
finishes at the Inferno,”
said Rasmussen.

group of receivers, Greg
Herd, Nick Edwards and
Brandon Kauffman. He’s
looking as good as them
right now. I just can’t wait
for the next two and half
years to play with him.”
So far this season, Kupp
has had a consistent year.
Going into his seventh
game of his career, he has
eight touchdown passes on
22 catches with 427 total
yards. His biggest debut
was against Oregon State
with five catches, 119 yards
and two touchdowns.
According to Adams,
Kupp is much smarter this
season. He knows how to
read the defenses and that
helps him out. “He goes
up and gets the ball, he is
pretty much my Brandon
Kauffman last year and I
love throwing to him,” he
said.
Kupp’s growth and
development has sure
showed on the field. As
for Adams, he is happy for
leading receiver on the recognition for this award.
“It’s an awesome feeling. It looks good for him
and it looks good for our
program and I feel good
about it too because I am
helping him get that and
it’s just a team thing and
we’re all doing it together
and having fun. Hopefully
he gets it,” said Adams.
According to Eastern
head coach Beau Baldwin,
Kupp has been one of the
most consistent young
players he has ever seen.
“[Kupp]’s approach to developing is very simple, he
has a tireless work ethic
that is 24/7. It doesn’t matter if it is on the field, in

the weight room or studying the game. The young
man does not slow in his
quest to be great. He came
in very talented, but he is
one of those athletes who
doesn’t just want to sit
back, he works to progress
and maximize his skill every day.”
Kupp spent part of the
summer in 2013 working at the Manning Passing Academy as a college
counselorand coach. While
in high school, he previously attended the camp,
which is run by Archie
Manning, the father of
NFL quarterbacks Eli and
Peyton Manning. Archie
Manning is a former New
Orleans Saints teammate of
Cooper’s grandfather, Jake
Kupp.
As Kupp continues his
success this season, he said
it goes all the way back to
when his dad helped him
out growing up to great
pop warner coaches, and
having one of the best high
school coaches helped
him develop through high
school to coming here to
EWU.
“Like I said before
with the older guys, even
with senior Ashton Clark
helping me out and coach
Adams, all these guys are
having a part of molding
me and shaping me into
the football player I am today,” said Kupp.
The 2013 watch list for
the Jerry Rice Award is a
20-player list and goes to
the top first-year player.
Kupp is one of two receivers on the list. The award is
presented at the end of the
season.
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CALENDAR GIVEAWAY
Do you tweet?

AVISTA ENERGY
EFFICIENCY NIGHT &
GLOW STICKS GIVEAWAY

FRIDAY 10/25 vs. BRANDON

SATURDAY 10/26 vs. PORTLAND

We want to follow you.

The first 3,000 fans will receive a Chiefs
2013/2014 calendar.

@EasternerOnline

The first 5,000 fans will receive a glow stick
courtesy of Avista Utlities.
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